[The correction for motion and visualization of subtraction angiographic data from the spiral CT].
Conventional image subtraction of CT sequences is hampered by extended motion artifacts. In this paper a motion correction procedure for the subtraction of images from two time-separate CT investigations is introduced. Native images are obtained in the first CT sequence, and a contrast medium examination is imaged in the second. The aim of image subtraction is sole presentation of the contrast medium. In contrast to conventional digital subtraction angiography (DSA), CT angiography rules out the possibility of direct image subtraction due to occurrence of extended motion artifacts in the time-shifted images. Such shortcomings can now be corrected by means of a new registration method developed for determination of local displacement vectors between the two images. This motion pattern is used to compute a new synthetic mask of maximum congruence with the contrast medium image. The resulting three-dimensional data record is presented by means of a special-purpose hardware enabling fast rotations and cut planes. New diagnostic possibilities can be achieved such as the creation of views that are not obtainable with conventional modalities and the assessment of calcified vessels.